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concerned about what the schools sOuld be doing in mathematics
education.
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FORECASTING
. A CRISIS

CALCULATORS AND COMPUTERS IN THE CLASSROOK

In 1978; Andrew R. Mblnar of the National Science Fbundation
issued a strong statement with :important implications for
future educational planning: ,

The infdrmation explosion in science and the shift ih
our economy from the production of industrial goods to
a greater emphasis on science and knowledge-based indua-
tries has created a discontinuity in the nature of jobs
and our educational needs. Ironically, widespread dia=
satisfaction with our schools has led to a nationwide,
back-to-basics movement. Computers which have become .
indispensable to the operation of science, business, and
government are not a major part of American education.
While many schools have introduced computers into their
curriculum, these local efforts only partially satisfy
the country's needs at costs which are prohibitive and
unnecessary when viewed nationally. In an information
society, a computer literate populace is as important
as energy is to an industrial society. Other nations
have begun the task of restructuring their systems to
include computers and unless we begin soon, the next
crisis in American education will be the computer;
literacy crisis.

Are we really on the verge of a computer literacy "crisis"?
There's no denying the increasing importance of computers--
meaning both_calculatars-and computersto all facets of
business, social science: and physical science.

Nhat About This Know-Pak is meant to help you answer the question:_
the should calculators and computers be used in instruction? We'll
Clasroom? suggest some answers and provide information on resources--

including people--that can offer more details.

TWo Basically, there are two ways to. think of-camputer instruction:
Views

1 'beach .ABOUT ComputPrs

Teaching computer literacy, computer programming and
computer science.

2. USING Computers in Instruction

Using-computerized information delivery to teach math,
English or any discipline.



Remeniser. cotputet technology is not a sdbfield'olmath, but a large
interdisciplinary field in its own right.

MODEL Instructlonal goals for computer technology c take countless
GOALS forms. Leaders in the field recommend these three as a basic

guide:

1. All students should becomecomputer-literate. That is,
they should have a working knowledge of a computer's
general.capabilities, limitations and potential applications.

2. Computers-should be used as an instructional aid when such
use is educationally and economically efficient.

3. Students with sufficient interest and academic potential
should have access to advanced training in computer!
technology.

COURSE GOALS Over a period of years, the Clackamas County, MUltnomah County
IN and Washington County Educational Service Districts have worked
COMPUTER together--on the Tri-County Goal Development Project--t0 produce
EDUCATION course goals for their K-12 curricula. hiring 1978-79, Dick

Rickets directed a goal development project for computedl
education.

Format

The Course Goals in Computer Education materials (estimated
cost $10) are soon to be available from

Commercial- Educational Distributing Services
P.O. Box 8723
Portland, Oregon 97208

These materials contain goals for planning and evaluating
elementary and secondary-curricula in '--

o Computer literacy
o Computer science
o'ComOuters and society
o Data processing
o Computer programming_

The purpose .of these materials is to help teachers decide
WHAT should be learned.. Teachers themselves decide HOW
the material will be taught

The Course Goals materials contain program goals and course
At the classroom level, the teacher must further

re me course goals into instructional'goals that suit his
or her curriculum, instructional style, and Students' needs.



Example

COMPUTER
USE IN
OREGON

I<40

Delivery
Nbdes

COURSES

Teaching
About
Ccuputers

Program Goal:

Course Goal:

SAMPLE*
Instructional

Goal: The student is able to identify LIST, RUN,
SAVE and GET as system canmands.

The student knows principles, procedures and
limitations of computer systems and can use
computers as a tool for inquiry, problem
solving and recreation.

The student knows the difference between system
commands and program language statements.

Instructional use of computers is growing rapidly.__In Oregon;
_

over 75 percent_of_all-secandary students are enrolled in schools
that make same- instructional use of computers. :Between 5 and
10 percent of otegoftre eletetitary StUdentehaVe access to
school computers.

There are two cannon methods for,delivery of computer service:

1. A school or school system can join a consortium. NETCOM
(operating out of Nbltnomah ESD) and OTIS (operating out
of Lane ESD) are the largest of these systems in Oregon.
Each serves dozens of schools, many thousands of students.
TimeSharing and centralized administration make the
consortium approach relatively eConamicaI.

sdhooI can purchase a microcomputer. Machines.in the
$500 to $2000 range are now in use throughout Oregon at
all educational levels. Their price is within the budget
of most schools: their small size makes for easy portability.

MoSt microcomputers are programmable in BASIC; other
languages, like FORTRAN and PASCAL, are becalming available.
Information is conveyed via a TV screen--usually black and
white. liasic generators are available; so are hook.-ups
with scientific equipment.

In the early 70s; the Oregan Council fOr Computer Education
recommended that canputer literacy be a goal for pre-college
education in Oregon. That goal has not yet been realized. A

.solid course in ccoputer literacy would likely include sane
computer programming and a little more sophisticated computer
science.

Courses in .are fairly common in Oregon's
secondary schools: A 1 -year course in computer science,

t part of the Course Goals meter'



Using
Computers
in

Instruction

THE
TERMDDLCGT

ter":

a comprehensive
term

Price
Ranges

Calculators

akin to the high school physics or chemistry courseis not
yet well established. Over the next decade, this is expected
to become a standard offering.

Instruction via computer-can be simple drill--a-sort of automated
flasbcard systemor it can involve the most sophisticated
problem solving through programmed interactive tutoring and
computerized simulation.

Computer assisted learning is most common today where education
is expensive: special ed classes, medical school, military
institutions. However, declining prices are bringing computers
into re ar classrooms--and homes, too.

Understanding haw computers work demands sophisticated techno-
logical knowledge. 'Bkit little technological knowledge is required
to use computers. Mastering the vocabulary is a start.

As used in this Know-Pak, the word c ter covers the full range
of electronic digital calculator and computer equipment:

$5 $500 $50,000 $5 million and up

Pocket Micro- Mini-
Calculator Computer Computer

Systen

Very
Large
Computer
Systan

-1

The simplest pocket calculator has Much in comnmawith the
most sophisticated computer. Each uses electronic circuitry
to take'in, store, manipulate and give out information.

Calculators range in price from about $5 to $500. Very good
quality "name brand" six-function machines with memory are,available
in the'$10-20 _range. The functions are addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, square root, and percent. The best
buy for elementary and junior high school students is generally
considered to be .a five- or six-function machine with four-key
memory andliqUid crystal display (LCD). Such a machine meets
all of the calculatianaI needs of pre-algebra level students, and
a set of batteries will generally last for a year or, more of
intensive use.

More expensive calculators havermwmore functions and/or are
programmable. The trigonometry and/or Wainesa Etna-aims on
these machines are useful to some senior high stUdents.
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Computers.

Software

ters differ from calculators in that they have a full,
etic keyboard; computers can work with words as well -as

numbers. All computers have these features:

1; ut Units,

°motion may be fed into the computer_via a typewriter-
like keyboard, or more-sophisticated equipment.

2. Output Units

3;

The camputer,may give out information via TV screen,
typewriter, printer, or more sophisticated equipment.

Zcomputer memory stores .instructions and data..

.Primary_menorY is fast, but has limited capacity and
is relatively. expensive.

Secondary memor3t works more slOWly, bdt has awry
large. capacity and IS relatiVay inexpensive;

contra-I Procesqi-rUnit_(CPU)

The CPU can interpret and carry out detailed, step-by-step"
instructions at high rate of speed

5. Language(s)
Every computer is constructed to "understand" its -own
machine language; generally, each brand has a different
language. Programs. software)_ can be written so that
a computer "diderstande a wide variety of languages:
for example, BASIC, FORTRAH, PASCAL and COBOL.

Software means programs--detailed Step-by-step sets of directions
written in a language understandable -to aparticular computer.
A_computer without software is useless. .pmmdays the.computer
software needed to accomplish afigiEIEUlar task can well cot
several times what the hardware does. software is expensive but
essential.

There are two'genetal categories of software.' Systems_safware
is designed to help a user interact with a computer system. It
includes language translators that transforthcomputer languages
such as BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN,_and PASCAL into_the particular
computees_machine language. Each' translator is a large,
sophisticated _(expensive) program, and a differentone is
needed for each language a machine is to understand.

Applications software is designed to_helpsolve.specific problems;
ands'of programs are cdmmercil-ly available.- Bdt finding

a program.to solve a particdlar problemis:often difficult.
Because of differences between machines, languages, and dialects
of languageS, applications, software is not easily interchangeable



or transportable between different brands/models of ccmputers.
This is a major problem.

In the It is relatively simple to decide to buy an inexpensive calculator
Classroom or even a classroom set. Calculators are easy to understand and

use; no softWare is needed. But buying a caTputer is another
matter. The range of hardware and software is mease. A few
hours of study may provide enough background fOr purchasing a
calculator. But it's a good'idea to SEEK THE ADVICE OF SOMEONE
10114EDGEABLE AND FXPERIENCED before investing in a million-
dollar computer system.

CALCULATORS Numerous studies have been conducted on the use of calculators
IN ELE MENTARY, in elementary schools. These studies generally address such
SCHODLS: questions as the following:

@tiestions for 1. Will use of calculators increase students' knowledge
Research or computational skill?

2. Will use of caculators affect student motivation?

3. Will students enjoy using calculators?

Findings Based on a review of recent research, the following conclusions
seam warranted:

/
1. There are no measurable detrimental effects resulting

from use of calculators to teachmath in grades 2 through
6.

Most children feel very positive--even excited--about
using calculators.

Children generally learn to use calculators within 30
minutes of instruction, and can perform computations much
more successfully than children not using calculators.

.:"T'jelt like I Some children feel guilty about, using calculators. Teachers and

was Cheating." parents-Who believe something must be "wrong" with quick, easy
ccaputation can. reinforce these guilt feelings. ,"

However, the data on student performance provide NO EVIDENCE
to indioatethat guilt associated with using computers is
justified:

Implications Data on detrimental effects are not based on extensive (n re

for_FOrther than 14 weeks)or_intensiveAmore than4Oopercent) use of
Study 6416Ulators. .Follotip stUdies'ShOuld take these factors into

account.;



TEXTBOOKS:
A Growing
Resource

There are approximately as many calculators in use in the
U.S. today as there are television sets.

Mbst homes no have one or more calculators, almost all'places
of business use than, andethey're fairly'cumman in schools.

The extent to which calculators are used in schoolseven when
available--varies widely. One reason could be the LACK OF
QUALITY MATERIALS to guide computer instruction.

GOOD NEWS: The list of available resources is growing rapidly.
Many math textbook series now include problems to be solved
with calculators. ,Books containing such problems include--

Ekamples 1. Games,_Tricks_and Puzzles for a Hand Calculator by
of Wallace Judd.
Textbooks

2. Games With the Pocket Calculator by Sivasailam Thiagarajan
and Harold Stolovitch.

3. Problem Solving With_Calculators by Karen Billings and
,DEVid Mbursun

These books contain a wide range of thought provoking exercises
and word problems. Here's a sample fr icaWallace Judd:

TAXES IN TAXES???

Naturally, many-people believe that rich people should
pay more taxes than poor people; since the 'wealthier
ones have more money. But sometimes this policy is
Carried to extremes. In one place I recently heard of,
the tax rate'was made the same as the number of thousands
of dollars. a person earns.,.For example, if a Orson
earns $6000, then his tax is 6i of that. But if a person
earns $92,000, then his taxes are at4hOppihg 92% of that.
What is the most you could have, left after taxes, and how
much would your income be to make that take-home pay?
What income would leave yOU'the most money. after taxes?

(From Games i Tricks and Pu771-es for a
Hand Calculator by Wallace Judd.)

Mbre Sample
Problems . . . The following sample problems are fram the Billings and Moursund

book Problem Solving With Calculators (Chapters 4 and 7).

111
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FORMULAS

Apples are'four,pounds for
A dollar. Whatwill one
pound cost?

Procedure:, Divide

= 25 cents per pound
4.

Oranges are 29 cents per pouhd;
How much will six pounds cost?

Procedure: MUltiply

$.29 x 6 = $1.74

Pat is paid $17.50 at the end of each week for the part*,-time
job she has If she saves all of it, bow long will it take
her to save enough money for a 10-speed bicycle costing
$1.34.99?'

Bagels are $2.08 per dozen, or 18 cents each. Orders of
five dozen or more placed in advance receive a six percent
discount. How much will 15 _dozen bagels cost if ordered
in advance? How much will 200 bagels cost if Ordered in
advance?

A store is giving .a 15% disCount
'off the list price of each item:
Terry buys a table listed at
$87.40, two chairs listed at
$26.90 each, and three pilloWs
listed at $7,.99each. How much
must Terry pay?

THE NUMBER LINE

By now you are aware that calcu-
lator arithmetic is,not exactly
the same as "rea1"/arithmetic.
The 8-digit accuraty,, underflow,

' and overflow are examples of
differences.

NUMBER LINE :PROBLEMS

Start with 1.0 in your calculator display: Repeatedly
divide it by 10 until an underflow occurs. (This happens
when you unexpectedly get zero as an answer.) The result
immediately'before the underflow is the smallest positive
number yOur calculator can display? What is it? What is
the negative number closest to zero on your calculatork

9



Use your calculator to find each of the following calculator
numbers:

,

a) The smallest number 1. How much larger than
1. is it?

The smallest number ,> 10. How much Larger than
10. is it?..

c) The smallest number
100. is it?

.100; How much larger than

Complete the follOwing sentences.

In the range 1. tc00. inClusive, the number line for my
calculator contains , points. Theyare equally
spaced, with asdifference of betwedn successive
pairs of points.

In the rangej00; to 1000. Inclusive, the number line,
for my calculator contains points. Theyare
equally spaced, with a_difference of 0.between
successive pairs of points.

ProblenSolving
With
CaIruIators_ ; the bdoik fram Which these sample problems were taken; is. soon to

be published_by dilithium Press; The book; a i m

studentS; has been field tested with a mixed group of seventh/
ninth graders at Rbosevelt Junior High School in Eugene.

some
'Data- Entry The'following_sample problems are taken from Karen Billings and
Problems David Mbursundi :Are you Computer Literate? Portland: dilithium

'Press; 1979;

1; .A good key pUnch operator can punch about 15;000 characters
per hour. If one punched card can contain 80 charaCters
how many full cards.can' a good key punch operator' punch
per.,8 hour_day? Roughly how long would it take such a
person to_ key punch a million character boOk? (That is
the length of a full length 'novel.)

2: A particular opticalcharacter recognition machine.can
read one typewritten page in four seconds. Suppose that
a typical page contains 40 lines of typing; and an average
line is 60 characters long. Express the speed of thiS
OCR in characters per second. How long would it take
this machine tu read a million characters?

10
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3. Each year in the United States alpout 30 billion checks
are written and cashed. The amount of each check is.
keyed into the check in magnetic'ink, by a data entry
person. Then a second person' checks for errors. by keying
the data on a verifier. A verifier is a machine that
compares what is being keyed with what was printed. on
the,check by the first data entry person. Suppose that
one person can key in the data from 6000 checks in one
working day. Remember that this Means,it takes two
people to actually do the data/entry on 6000 checks in
one day. Estimate the number' of people who make their
living keying in bank check de'ta in the United States.

Is Your
School Folloudng are a few suggestions for junior high schools contemplatirg
Planning to purchase of calculator:
Purchase a
.Calculator? 1. Purdhase an LCD (liquid crystal display) rather than an

LED (light emitting diode) calculator. This Virtually
eliminates the problem of batteries wearing out.-

2. Purchase a calculator with a simple memory system. The
calculator memory system sometimes f;kommended is the four-key
memory system with M+, CR and IN keys.

Purdhase a calculator that uses algebraic logic. Such a/
calculator has an = key and does not have an ENT key. (An
ENT key is essential to a "Reverse Polish' Notatioe calculator,
often used in more advanced science and engineering work.)

4 Purchase a calculator that has only,a. limited number of
function keyS beside the +, x and7.L . A square root key
is not essential f

5. Purchase a calculator that does not use scientific notation
and that is not. programebIe.

c.

RESOURCES

COLLEGES AND. Oregon has an excellent history of inservice and preservice
UNIVERSITIES teacher training in =muter education. Are you interested in

a course for yourself or a district group? Begin bycontacting
, . a nearby college or university. Mbst can offer same help.



-COURSE WE

Large .

PLATO

The most comprehensive local program is offered through the
University of Oregon; They offer a master's degree and doc-:
torate in computer science. education. For details, contact

The Department of 0;mputer.Sciance
University of Oregon
Eligene, Oregon' 97403

:Probably thbest knOwn computer assisted instruction projects
are PLATO, TICCIT and the work of Pat Suppes.

PINTO was developed at the University of Illinois with funding
frad the. National Science Foundation and the State of Illinois..
"A. Personal Evaluation of the PLATO System" was published in
SIGCUE (Special Interest Group on Computer Uses in Education).
arrain, April 1978, and reprinted in the Oregon_Computing
Teacher, Vol. 6,1 No 1.

PLATO receivedmixed reviews--with the positive, however, heavily
outweighing .the negative.

Tarn The TICCIT system was deVeloped at Brigham Young University in
conjunction with the Mitre.CorporatiOn_ "TICCIT Update" by Curt
Torgerson appears in Vol._ 4, No. 3 of the_Oregial 0:60nting_teaCher-
It is not as lengthy or detailed as -the HA TO evaluation; but
does epress the -same guarded optimism._ TICCIT makes use of
modified -color TV sets as terminals, and runs off microcomputers.
Thus - it is considerably less expensive.than PLATO.

Bah PLATO and TICCIT have been exhaustively evaluated by ca=
tidnal Testing Service (ETS).of Princeton; New Jersey. For further
information, check these sources:

Alderman, Donald L. Evaluation of the.TICdIT
Assisted Instructional System in_the_Gaimmddi
Princeton: _Educational Testing Service,..197 .

Lidtke, Doris. "Can Computer Aided Instruction Profit
from the Developments in Artificial Intelligence?" ,

OCT, Vol. 6, Nb. 3.

3. 1,1urphy,R.T.- andApple, LEL Evaluation -of the PLATO- IV
ComEuter Based Education Systea in the Carnunity college,
Princeton: Educational Testing Service, 1977:

Patrick Suppes is well known for developing an extensive amount
'4bf CAI material for use at the grade school level. During the 60s

12
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he developed drill and practice materials for use in math and
language arts. These materials are still widely used In
developing these materials Suppes analyzed about a dozen
elementary school math textbook series, then performed a
frequency count on types of problems that appeared. The math
drill and practice materials are designed to provide a typical
student, grades I through 6, a ten-minute daily drill. This
anount of practice is comparable, thanks to the frequency
count, to performing the original exercises contained in the
textbook.

Mbre With the advent of smaller, less expensive computers, more single
Stall lessons or programs are being written. Some are ready for
Trogrm.s teacher use, others poorly documented with little or no
Available additional courseware.

The Huntington II modules are well done and provide student
and teacher materials to be used with the programs; These
programs are widely diitributed (OTIS and mast universities
have then) and the,t-eacher materials are available from
Digitial Equipment Corporation.

Help in Microcomputers are becoming more dolman too. The major problem
Selection here lies in deciding,what'sgood. Centers to assist with

evaluation and selection will eventually exist. "For help
locally, contact

Judy Edwards

+7. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
710 SW Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204 -

You Can One way to obtain current information on computer educati- on is

Join to join the Oregon Council :for Computer Education (OCOE). The
OCCE goals of the Council are

I. Tb participate in the statewide coordination of activities
relating to the instructional use of computers in Oregon.

2. To give all Oregon students equal opportunity to enjoy
the potential benefits of instruction by computer.

3. To provide curriculum-guidelinee and standards for the
instructional use of computers... .

4. TO recommend programs acid standards for the training of
4-lose involved in computer-related instruction.

5. To encourage the establishment of effective mechanisms
for sharing and disseminating information on Computer
related instruction.

St



To join . .

Publication:
OCT

OCT
ARTICTA:
An
Annotated
Bibliography

6. To promote sound developmental directions for computer
related education through program evaluation.

Dues for 1979-80 are $8. To join, send your name,, home and school
addresses, and phone number along with your dues to

Howard Bailey.
Computing Center
Eastern Oregon State_College
LaGrande, Oregon 97850

OCCE publishes a "samiperiodical," the Oregon/Computing Teacher
(OCT). On the following pages, a number of past OCT articles
are annotated to gime the reader a feeling fOt the "flavor" of
the publication. These reprints may be purchased by writing to
Howard Bailey at theLaddress shown above. /

I. Shirey, John. "Using the Computer at Churchill High
School;" ocr 5, 3, June 1978. I

John Shirey uses a program called CVAREA (available
on OTIS) to illustrate the accuracy of various methods
of determining area under a curve. Output from the

_ program is used as a springboard to discuss the
different methods in more detail.

2. -Rogers, Jean. "Introducing Calculators to Elementary
School Students," OCT 5, 2, 4ril 1978.

Jean Rogers gives a step-by-step procedure for intro-
ducing calculators for the first time to elementary
students. Essentially everything but the calculators
and the students' is provided an this article.

J. AlleeL John G., et al. "An Elementary School Language
Arts CAI Series," OCT 6, 3, February 1979.-

John G. AIIee (et al.) have developed two volumes of
CAI sessions that Pprimarily explore verb-pronoun
relationships that often reflect written usage problems."
Outputs from several programs are included.

4. Thorsett, Grant 0. "Application of the Canputer in an
Introductory Biology Laboratory," OCT 4, 3, May 1977.

This article presents use of the. computer at the college
level but may have merit for high school use too. Thorsett
discusses several programsiused in biology lab sessions.
The primary goals of these programs are to introduce the_
topic of genetics and to stimulate results of gene pool
manipulation;

16 14



Annotated 5. Billings, Karen. "Computer Use at Roosevelt JuniorBibliography, High School, OCT 3, 3, April 197.6.
cant.

Karen Billings gives an overview of the uses made of
a computer terminal (hooked to OTIS) at Roosevelt
Junior High School in Eugene. Specific programs used
(other than CIS) are not given. Billings presents a
fairly detailed outline of a nine-week computer literacy
course.

6 Garrett, Keith. "You Get Students Turned On and Then
What?" OCT 2, 2, June 1975.

This article emphasizes methods for keeping students
motivated While at the same time showing them the
"real world."

0

7 Bates, McClellan and Tower. "Using, Mg_Friehd_the
er with Upper Elementary and Junior High'Students,

OCT , April 1978.

Nancy McClellan explains how she used this book by Jean
Rice as her main resource with fourth and fifth graders
to increase their computer literacy level. Having no
access to acomputer facility,, she depended primarily on
this book and two films, The Computer (for grades 2
through 6) and Computers (for grades 4 through 9) ,to
impart some basic concepts.

ii

SoMe points of emphasis: the,importance Of stressing
young children that domputeis do not think, that they
are prograMmed by people to do the things they can do;
including in instruction the parts of the-computer and
the function of each, simple computer vocabulary, info
on computer hardware and softwareand flowcharting:

Sara Jane Bates, a junior high math teacher, worked with
students who had'ao previous experience with computers.
Her class consisted of about 22 ninth graders and met daily
in 45-minute sessions for three weeks. Since she-would have
access to a computer facility, Ms. Bates' plans for the
claas included hands-on activities with a terminal. Goals
were (1) to acquaint the students with the computer, (2) to
help students become computer literate, and (3) to provide
experience with the computer. The book My Friend the Com__
puter andaccompanying teacher's guide and activity book
were Used as- print resources..

Bob TOWetj a high school:English teacher;,explains:how he
works with esclass of 21,seneiith giaders;jia-ving access.to
a computer terminal. His plans include having students,
Write to different computer companies asking air. information
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and materials; and a field trip to the university computer
center. Mr. Tower comments on the enthusiastic involveMent
of the students who use the computer after'class to write
their own programs for solving mathproblems.

M_ blnar, Andrew R. "The Next Great Crisis in 1 i 6titati
Education," ocr 6, 1, September 1978.

Molnar contrasts the state of our information-oriented
society with the.notabIe absence of computer instruction !
from educational programs nationwide. As our careers and
oar very way of life=grow increasingly dependent on
computer technology, Molnar predicts a "computer crisis."

Elliott, Reid. "Cmputers and Priva6.: What. Can Be
'Done?" OCT 6, 2, December 1978.

Reid Elliott, a_ high school student in Advanced Computer
Programming, submitted this paper to his teacher as part
of the course requirements: Reid-does a very good job'
of pointing out the possible failures in our current
methods of overseeing the use of data banks. An all'
too pOSsible scenario of events is presented and Reid
offers ideas'on avoiding these events.

10.. Mbursurid,-Levid._ "Calculator andCOMputer-Education for
Elementary- School Teacher Certification," OCT
October ;1917._ .

Moursund presents his ideas on elementarrteacher eduna-
tionand certification. In particular,he'stressesthe

eimportanc of.thorough study,of calculators and computers
if elementarrteacheu are.to be prepared to meet the
challenge of:othe computer's mounting influence on every7.
day life, and, hence, education.

11. Dempster, David. "When NOT to Use Calculators," OCi
3, 3, April 1976.

Dempsteradvises against using calculators to teach "basi&
computational skills" and discusses some,precautionS
for using'nalculators; Many relate to basic' skills;

12. Dunlap, Mike. "Cdmputer Science in High School: .4_
Course Outline." OCT, 1, 1, May 1974.

Dunlap presents.a different conc pt of:a high school
computer_ course in that programming and theory
are de- emphasized:' F011owing is Dunlap's overview of
the cOurge:

.This course is-designed to provide the student with
a:basieintrOductionto nomputer science,- jt-ton7:-
eiders the history of computers, a simplified_look;
at computer programmingi problem solving, problem



AnnotatedN1 logic with flowcharting,iconceptsof computer
Bibliography, systems and architecture, survey of available
cant. computer languages, simple computer math, elementary

computer electronics, applications of the computer,
the computer industry, and the future of computers.

13. Landauer, Edwin G. "Computerfliistory," OCT_4, 1,
October 1976.

,

Landauei presents a short history of computing mechanisms
froth the abacus to the modern computer. Though brief,
this article is a good survey of computer, history and
can serve'as a good base of study for a unit in a
computer literacy course.

14. Bregar, William S. "Artificial Intelligence in the
Classroom: Part I," OCT 4, 3, May 1977.

This article is the first in a two-part series which
provides a basis for understanding Artificial Intelligence
and its application to computer assisted inStruction.
This article focuses on knowledge representation and
natural language understanding.

.

15. Wright, Edward B. "Use of PLATO in Teaching Basic
Mathematics," OCT 5, 1, October 1977.

Wright's article serves three purposes. First, it
provides a brief overview of the HeiMer Mathematics-
Programl which is based On four "conditions of adequacy"
for a "personalized system of instruction" and further
on 12 "instructional propositions." Wright discusses
how the courseware was created: and presents the model
used in implementing the program. Second, it summarizes
results of an experiment in which this program was imple-
mented. Third, it includes some evaluative comments
'about PLATO.

isen, Renneth. "A-Nbvice's Guide to Computers in
Secondary Schools,' OCT September 1978.

:;This.paper is intended for the:teacher or school alimin7
.istrStor with little or no previous computer experience;
It-provides an overview of some educational uses of
computers,.. and discusses key ideas of hardWareand soft-_
ware...Finally; itlocusesion the issue of microcomputerg
:versus time- shared .terminals for use at the author's
School.
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SPECIAL
REPORTS
Fran
OCCE

17 JOhgejaa, Tony and Jerry Johnson. "Selection of a
Computer System:' Dilemma for Educators," OCT
6, 2, December/1978.

This article/is a report on a conference held in May
1978 and entitled "Computer Equipment for Mathematics
Education:- Which Way to Go?" The conference was
attended by math educators and computer vendors. At
the conference, the educators set minimum requirements
for equipment, then presented questions to the vendors.
From the vendors' responses, a comparison chart of,
different systems was prepared. The requirements,
questions to vendors, responses'and a comparison chart
are all presented in the article.-

OCCE publishes spbcial reports in response to requests as
new information becomes available. Several are summariz d
here.

ers and Computer Literacy in the Algebra I
an the Trigonanetry Classroom

MW I

This document concerns computer literacy as it relates to the
Computer subjects a student takes in high school. For example,
Literacy' a. student who studies higher level math should acquire
in the complementary knowledge and skill in math-oriented
Classrobm computer literacy.

The first section of the document, "Integrating Computer
Literacy With Existing Classes," deals with teaching
computer literacy through existing courses and offers
suggeationsfor,integrating computer,literacy activities
into a high schobl Algebra I course.

The secondsection "Guide to Computer Augmented Trigo-
nometry," suggests ways .of using cOmputers to enhance
content in a traditional trigonomeery course.

Recommendations
Statewide

:4- Itil .T.1. or: 1118 2.11

Oregon Secondary SEhoo s
_Cailputer_ LiteracT3L.iit

This report presents-reasons'for having a cOmpUter
literacy program and summarizes the status of.tomputer
education programs in:Oregon It outlines a. process
for defining and assessing compOter literacy:, and offers
recommendations regarding curriculum development and
teacher training; Appendices include a rating scale for.
defining Computer literacy; sample teacher training
programs, and reprints of documents covering computer
careers. :

20 18



3. Information_Retrieval

Indexing
1

This special report does not provide a comprehensive
Schemes overview of information retrieval--but it's a start.

It features a discussion of automatic indexing schemes

For. 'ihe

Elementary.
Teacher

(of which Key Word in Context--KWIC--is the most
common); a thorough review of Computer Output Micrp-
film (COM), and an introduction tri
Microfilm (CIM);.

4. ilm, ters in the Eleven School: A Course
or Teac ers

This report: .compriscd two pawn; The first,
"Computers and Computational Aids; A First Course,
for Elementary School Teachers;" is a detailed
outline for acOuriedesigned to introduce
elementary teachers to computers and electronic
calculators. The second.; an annotated bibliography
on "The Instructional Use of Computers with Ele-
mentary.and Preschool Children," Offers' insight
into the range of literature covering the use of
computers at-the elementary level.

FURTHER what's the best way to obtain further information about computer
SOURCES OF technology? Here are three possibilities:
INFORMATION

o Publications
o Organizations
o People

1

PUBLICATIONS 1. the Arithmetic Teacher

Published eight times a year by

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
1201 Sixteenth St. NW
Washington, D.C: 20036

_ __ _

Generally has an article or two on nalculator use
suitable forelementary'or junior high'. arithmetic
student's.

2. Creative Computiqg

-e

Published monthly by

=..

Creative Computing
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

-



PUblications, A magazine designed for a wide variety of'computer
cant. users. Topics include

o Program summaries and listings
o Hardware evaluations
o Programming hints

o Special sections on PET, TR5=80, APPLE-computers
o Reports/opinions on various topics and uses of

computers

Most issues have.articles specifically related to
education and many articles contain ideas useful to
computer using educators.

3; The Illinois Series on Educational Application of
:Computers

A series -of papers published by the

.

Department of Secondary EdUcation
ColIege,of EducatiOn
University of Illinois at Urbana=Champaign
Urbana, IL .61801

The MathetiCS_Teacher

Published monthly September through May by

The National Council of Teadnersof Mathematics,
1906 Association DriVe

:

Reston;-Virginia 22091'

,

:Frequently contains articles/activities on calculator,
or computer use in the high school curriculum.

5. The_Orescxxrputing Teacher

(Name changed to The Computing Teacher)

A combination magazine, newsletter and professional
journal. Probably the best, source of computers in
education information over a wide variety of topics.

6. Personal,Computing

Published monthlyby.

Benwill Publishing_ Company

1050 Commonwealth Avenue
Hoston, MA 02215:

.

A magazine specifically oriented toward users. of
s.



Publications,
cont.

microcomputers. Articles cover a wide range of topics;
many cover specific uses or_programs; Issues frequently
contain ;articles related to'eddcational uses of computers;

7; T.ILE.Joimomil_ (Technological Horizons in Elation)

Published six times' yearly by

Information Synergy, Inc.
P.O. BOX 992
Acton, MA 01720

Articles discuss the use of various technologies (computer,
video systems, etc.) in education. Directed to adminis-
trators aswell as instructors.

For.the 8. Readers with a good technical background in computer
Sophisticated science will be interested in. the publications of the
Reader Association for Computing.Machinery and' the publications

of the Institute for Electrical and Electronics in-
eering.

eneral 9 Reommended general audience publications include the
Audience following:

o Computer Music.
o _Dr; Dobbs -Sournal-ol-Computer-CaLlsthenics

&-Orthodontia
o Interface 42_
O Kilobaud
o Recreational- Computing
o Small Business Computers Magazine

TWo
Bibliographies 10.

115E 7i current list of relevant books, contact

Catlin Gabel School
8825 SW Barnes Road
Portland, Oregon 97225

Films
"Caffititers_ and Computer Applications," a film
bibliography prepared ha 1977 by Doris Lidtke and
published as an OCCE Special Report, is available
for,$3 per copy plus $1 postage/handling per,order.
Over. 400 tiEles are listed with pertinent infonmation.

Organizations 1 Tht Calculator Information Center

The Calculator Information Center was established by
the National Institute of Education at the ERIC Center

21,

ti
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Organizations; for Science, Mathematics and Education. The purpose
cont of the Center is to collect information about the uses

of calculators in elementary and secondary schools and
to provide consumers with information.

to help establish the Center's information base, you
. Help

yo-0.''Can -

Get Help ,

Too

can send information on

o Instructional applications
o The effect of using calculaors

Materials will not be entered into ERIC without specific
) permission.

From the Center you can obtain

o Annotated bibliographies
. --of curricular and instructional applications

- -with background information pertinent to educators
- -on research

o Information bulletins on such topics as
- -available-commercial instructional materials
- -available noncommercial instructional materials
--schools in which calculators are used
- -characteristics of various calculators
- -selecting a calculator.
- -designing school-baged studies

If you, have information to sharej.or if you Wish'tnlearn
'what. others are doing with calculators, contact

M.N. Suydam, Director
Calculator Infotmation Center
1200 Chambers Road
Columbua;, Ohio 43212
(614) 422-8509

2.,MECC (Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium)

Minnesota: Thanks to support from the state legislature, Minnesota
A Leader in has, become a (perhaps the) leading state in the use of
Computer computers at the:precollege level. The consortium is

--____Education, statewide and financed by the state. Information is
Precollege provided through a bimonthly newsletter that includes

_

Level general reports of some computing activities in-
Minnesota. The newsletter is free; simply write to

.MECC
2520 Broadway Drive
Highway 280 at Broadway
St. Paul, Minnesota 55113
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Organizations,
cont.

People

People are
good resources,
too!

3. IVIOA,ementary and Secondary Schools-SUbcammittee

The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)-1.
professional computer society with over 40,000 members.
The ACM organization includes an Education Board
concerned with education at all levels. The Elementary
and Secondary Schools Subcommittee is concerned with
all aspects of instructional use of computers at the
precollege level, as well as teacher preparation.
Chairman of this subcommittee is David Moursund.

To,get on the Subcommittee mailing,liSt, contact

David_Moursund, Chairman
AGM Elementary Ec'Secondary Schools albcommittee
Department of ComputerScience
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97463

For inforiation-about.joinin3 ACM, write

AssociatOn for Computing Machinery
-P.O. Bbinips_
Church Street Station
New York; NY .0249

Oregon is fortunate in having a large number of we qualified
computer education resource people--only some of w om are listed
here. This representative group includes many .of Oregon's most
active leaders in computer education. For the readers' convenience,
an effort has been made to-provide widespread geographical
representation.,

Howard Bailey
Dept.-of Mathematics -
EiSiern Oregon State College
La Grande, Oregon 97850

Karen Seise
Edgewood Elemerktgry
577,EaSt 46th -

Eugene, Oregon 97405

Fred Board
Westfir Junior High
Westfir, Oregon 97492

Dale Bryson
Math Department-

qua Community College
Roseburg, Oregon 97470

David Dempster
Newport High
322 NE Eads
Newport, Oregon 97365

J. Michael Dtinlap

Dept. of Computer Science
Willamette University
Salethi Oregon 97301

Phirip East.
Dept. of Computer Science
UniverSity of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

.Judy- Edwards

NOrthWeSt Regional Ed. Lab
710 S.W. 2nd .

Portland, Oregon 97204



People,

Before we
close . . .

Are Yaa
Computer
Literate???

Keith Garrett
Ashland High School
Ashland, Oregon 97520

Robert Jaquiss, Sr.
North Salem High
765 14th Avenue NE
Salem, Oregon 97303

Herbert Jolliff
Mathematics Dept.

Oregon Institute of Technology
Flamath Falls, Oregon 97601

Tim. Kelley_

Computing Center
. Southern Oregon State College

Ashland, Oregon 97520

Jerry Larer (DP.Dept.)

North ciackamas School District
14213 SE .Johnson Road.
Milwaukie, Oregon' 97222

David Moursund
Dept. of Computer Science
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Mike Neill

Career Information System
Hendricks Hall
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Dick Ricketts
Multnomah ESD
PO BOX 16657

Portland, Oregon 97216

Jean Rogers
Star Route', Box 151-A

-

Port Orford, Oregon 97465

Phil Ryan

Southwest Oregon community Collec
Coos Bay, Oregon 97420

,

Jack Siingerland
Lewis and Clark College
0615 SW Palatine Hill Road
Portland, Oregon 97219

Keith Snuggerud
.

Oakridge High School
Oakridge, Oregon 97463

Ron Tenison .

Catlin. Gabel School

8825 S.W. Barnes Road
Portland, Oregon 9.7225

Wally Waldman
Blue Mountain Community College
Box 100
Pendleton, Oregon 98701

_
A 1972 report of the Conference-Board of the Mathematical Sciences
recommended that computer literacy instruction be incorporated into
our nation's junior high schools. Since then, many other organiza-
tions and individuAls have voiced similar recommendations:

All, the same, progress is slaw. Lack of adequate computer hardware
arid software, lack of teachers with appropriate knowledge, lack of
suitable textbooks--all contribute to the problem.

TO help remedy the situation, Karen Billings, a jnior high teacher,
and David Nbursund, a professor in computer science, wrote Are You

ter Literate? (Portland: dilithiun Press, 1979--referenced
ear ier). Tfie following quiz is excerpted from the Computer
Literacy Exam at the end of the book. Try the quiz yourself--

8 III.'



see haw "computer literate" you are. Good luck!!

1. What is'coniputer literacy?

a. The ability to write computer programs.
b. Knowing_What_a,computer can and cannot do, how 'computers

are used, and hOW they may dhange our lives.
c. Knowing computer-related vocabulary, SO you can read,

write, and talk about computers;
. Understanding haw to build a completer:

A good. way to think about computers is:

a. 'It is impossible for a computer to tell a lie.
b. Computers are built and programned by people and

these people should be responsible for what computers do.
c. Anything a human can do a,computer can do better.
d. Any problem that can be solved by a computer should be

since a computer cannot make a mistake.

good definition of_a computer is:.

a. An electronic automatic device that can solve problem
involving words and ranters.

b., A superspeed pocket calculator.
c. A machine that uses binary nurnbers to do math problems.-

d. Any machine that can add,' subtract, multiply and divide.

4. When we say a computer "uidbrstands" an instruction, we meal:
o

a. T e c moputer can execute (carry out) that instruction.

b. The computer can explain the meaning of the instruction.

c: The computer's keyboard has a key corresimnding to the

,instruction.
The,computer can print out a definition of the instruction.'

Mbst errors blamed on computers used in business are actually

due to: s

a. Hardware problems.

b. Programming errors.

c. Data preparation and entry errors.

d. None of the above.

A computer programfor a mathematical model . is led:

a. A computer simulation.
Artificial intelligence.

a. A large-scale integrated circuit:
Oamputer graphics.

WE HOPE THIS., KNOWPAK_HAS_BEENLA=USEIAL_ RESOURCE FOlt YOU! I
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